
A Journey Home | Creative Brief
 
Overview:
At some point in our lives, we’ve all felt like we didn’t quite belong. 
 
So we put up a good front. And we may have gotten pretty good at it. But no matter how successful and 
in-control the world sees us, we can still find ourselves feeling alone or exhausted by the effort. This can 
change. 
 
What if it was possible to feel completely at home, no matter where you were? What if you could always feel 
understood, valuable, protected and loved? What if you could let down your guard, get recharged, find rest 
and be filled with bravery and hope? 
 
No matter where you are right now, you can. We invite you to make the journey home. 
 
 
High Level Strategy:
On the weekend we want to provide context for what each topic is about (starting with what being “at home” 
means) and motivate people to return home through their engagement with the journey. Each week we will 
root the audience in the concept of their identity as treasured child of God, painting a desirable picture of a 
life lived at home with God, and then talk about that week’s topic as a means to achieve that life.
 
The Big Idea: The weekend is when you’ll be taught, get surrounded by the journey experience, and where it 
all comes together. You don't want to miss it. 
 
Weekend Objective:
 

1. To provide context for each topic.
2. To motivate participant to initially engage on the journey and then to sustain that engagement 

through the final week. 
 
Tone & Feel: 
 

● The journey tone is warm, evocative and inspirational. It draws on the nostalgia of 8mm videos and 
Hipstamatic-style photography.

 
Environment:
Our stage will contain a number of elements reminiscent of a journey. There will be antique windows hanging 
from above. The will be a scrim hanging on which to project both light and larger videos treatments. We 
will use a Gobo with “A Journey” and wooden letters spelling “HOME” to brand the set. There will be large 
graphic panels across the stage which together show a picture of a kid hanging out the window of an old car. 
The speaker’s area will resemble a nostalgic attic.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General Weekend Service Template/Order
 
Countdown
Each week will start with a “5 minutes to doors open” and “10 minutes till services starts” countdown video 
loop. The loop will include introductory imagery and verbiage that sets up the audience to understand 
both the constructs of the journey and the concept of a journey home. The countdown loop for week one 
will be unique. It will be accompanied by live music. Weeks 2-6 will have a countdown loop based on the 



song “Home” and video package shown during the first week’s service. 
 
Host
Each week will be hosted by a new person, preferably a non-staff member. We want to foster the feeling 
that the challenge is a communal experience shared by a large number of people. The host will introduce 
themselves, welcome people, give updates on the journey, and share a real time part of their experience on 
the journey as a way of encouraging other people to keep going. We’re not looking for tidy-bow stories, but 
rather people who are in process and can model engagement – not perfection.
 
Participation Songs
In The Journey Home we are asking participants to understand and receive God’s identity for them. 
Participation songs will positioned as songs that talk about God’s character, his view of us, or our view of 
him. We will attempt to play song in a stripped down acoustic manner similar to the song “Home” by Phillip 
Phillips. A thematic participation song for our journey will be “Remind Me” by Jason Gray.
 
Host Returns
This will be a time when the host is able to give community update and announcements. They may also 
introduce the teaching topic for the week and set up a performance song or video.
 
Performance Song/Video Package 
The package will most often look like a song and video package. The purpose is to introduce that week’s 
topic and provoke people consider their current experience or a potential place of growth. 
 
Speaker
This is the message portion of the service. Part one (weeks 1-3) will examine the roots of our orphan 
tendencies. Part two (weeks 4-6) show us what it means to come home to a loving heavenly father, and how 
we can remain in that place. 
 
Interview (In Message)
Brief videos of people from the community sharing their stories in connection with the week’s topic. Each 
video shows a normal person authentically wrestling with what this means for their life or sharing the good 
that came from taking God at his word and receiving their identity as a treasured child of God. 
 
Weekly Challenge (In Message)
Every week we will give people a challenge during the message. They will complete the challenge in their 
guide.  It is important that we consistently remind people to bring their guide with them to each weekend 
service. We will also print the challenge in the program for anyone without a guide. 
 
Response TIme
Often lead by the worship leader of speaker, this will be a abbreviated version of a participation song. 
 
Weekly Instructions
Before we send folks out the door, we want to remind them of the process ahead over the next 7 days and 
encourage them to stay strong and engaged.


